Dernis is te trae to The french phisopheroRen a closer look reveals that fuzzy logic is actually more similar to Descartes in the early 1600s. The fall of modernism is often modernism, because it is based on rigorous mathematics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Postmodernism: truth is not intrinsically good (since it can be misused), and human understanding of it is Modernism is the world view that absolute truth exists.
uncertain. Postmodernism is the world view that there are no absolutes. * Moderism: truth can be reliably leared via science.
Fuzzy logic seems to fit in the middle. It allows for absolutes Postmoderism: truth can be leared by intuition.
(membership values equal to 0 or 1), but also allows degrees fuzzy logic to combat the extremes of both modernism and The influence of moderism and postmoderism on views of postmodernism, and thus prove a benefit to society in ways far fuzzy logic can be deduced from the above list as follows: beyond those envisioned by most fuzzy logic researchers.
Section II summarizes the relationship between modernPsmoderism: fuzzy logic w s bcue it is true.
ism and postmodernism to set the stage for the rest of the PsModerism: fuzzy logic is ruae onlydif itswrk.
paper. Section III looks at the history of math, and views of * Modernism: fuzzy logic is valuable in-and-of itself.
mathematical truth. Some cultures viewed mathematical truth Postmodernism: fuzzy logic iS valuable only in so far as it as absolute (Greece), while others viewed it as more applied benefits society.
(China and Islam). Again, fuzzy logic lies in the middle, with * Modernism: fuzzy logic must be firmly grounded in math.
both theoretical rigor and practical roots. Section IV explores
Postmodernism: fuzzy logic iS intuitive.
various concepts of truth and how they might relate to fuzzy * Modernism: individuals can make objective contributions logic. We see that our view of truth (which is related to our to fuzzy logic theory.
modernist/postmodernist bent) could have a strong influence Postmodernism: individual contributions to fuzzy logic on the way we perform fuzzy research. Section V discusses theory are valid only insofar as they are accepted by the the mathematical emphasis that reigned in the West beginning wider fuzzy logic community, or by society in general. with the Renaissance. This resulted in depersonalizing effects, Fuzzy logic researchers will surely be divided on modernism which postmodernism reacted against in the 1960s. Fuzzy versus premodernism as related to fuzzy logic. Of course, the logic provides a balance between this over-emphasis on math, dividing line between the two world views is not necessarily and the relativism of postmodernism, by relying on mathematical rigor while still allowing for ambiguity.
It should be noted that with such broad classifications as modernism and Section VI presents some conclusions and proposes some postmodernism, many other demarcations have been proposed. This iS not to say that other cultures and time periods are not mathematically 5 uz oi stu eas a rae t important. For example, Indian mathematics was quite productive from 500-6. Fuzzy logic is true because it has been proven. 1100 AD, and there were significant Chinese mathematical advances after 300 7. Fuzzy logic is true because the fuzzy systems community AD. But I chose the three cultures and time periods that I did in order to has come to a general consensus about it.
illustrate the main point of this section.
8. Fuzzy logic is true because it is useful. Greek philosophy with Christian thought. Christian 9. Fuzzy logic is not true; it is only a human invention. intellectuals such as Roger Bacon, the 13th century British 10. Fuzzy logic is not true because truth does not exist.
philosopher, began to exalt math as the means by which God
Over time, cultural views of truth have shifted from the earlier governed the world. In the 14th century math gained an answers in the above list (modernism) toward the latter influence on other areas of life, such as music, finance, answers (postmodernism). It is not realistic to expect fuzzy navigation, and the military. Copernicus developed his logic researchers to come to a consensus on the nature of heliocentric view of the solar system in 1543 because of its truth, but it is reasonable to strive for a consensus on a general mathematical simplicity. program of fuzzy logic research that respects a variety of Math began influencing everyday life in the 1600s. Math viewpoints regarding the truth of our discipline.
found applications in such areas as politics, economics, Our view of the truth of fuzzy logic will have a strong business, ethics, and art. Math became revered as the influence on our research and practice. If we view truth as knowledge that could solve all problems. There was a more objective (e.g., answers 1-3 above) we may have a more backlash against this emphasis with the Romanticists in the exalted view of our work, believe that it is valid as an end in 1700s, but mathematicians won the day. This can be seen in itself, and be less concerned for Mathematization is also seen in sports. Math and science devalued in our culture because we have technology that allow us to precisely determine if a football player made a first makes those types of benchmarks unnecessary. down, or if a baseball pitch was a ball or strike. We don't need
The backlash against mathematization began in earnest to rely as much on the vagaries of human judgment with the with postmodernism in the 1960s. Postmodernism deadvent of instant replay. Although balls and strikes are still emphasizes crisp numbers and values, and instead embraces determined by umpires, computers are now used to grade things like paradox and ambiguity. Postmodernism reacts umpires. Eventually balls and strikes will be determined against the over-reliance on math and reminds us that the use entirely by computer. Traditionalists lament the days when of math must be directed by principles that lie outside of math. officials were more a part of the game, but most sports fans Postmodernism has over-reacted (denial of objective truth, are glad that humans can be removed from the equation and over-emphasis on intuition and emotional ways of reasoning), that technology can assure us of "getting the call right." so that the pendulum has swung to the other extreme (see The use of math to study a problem shapes our perception Fig. 1 ). The over-reaction is understandable in view of the of that problem. A scientist who studies a problem must use arrogance of modernism and its abuses (think government math to obtain and report research results, otherwise it will not bureaucracy). But fuzzy logic can provide a balance because it be published or funded. There are some advantages to this. accepts both mathematical rigor and ambiguity. Research can more easily be replicated, and math helps remove personal bias. But certain aspects of problems are not easily condensed into math (e.g., personal issues). Math 4 Perhaps the first hint of fuzzy logic in its present-day form was in a 1962
Now that we have the ability to be precise, it is understood paper by Lotfi Zadeh when he wrote, ". we need a radically different kind of that the more precise the concept of time, the better. Time that mathematics, the mathematics of fuzzy or cloudy quantities... " [6] . This was is linked to everyday experience (sunrise, sunset, etc.) is the same year that Thomas Kuhn wrote The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, which iS often cited as the beginning of postmodernism.
3
5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~It would be interested to survey early papers on fuzzy logic and see how Think about the logic circularity of the following argument: "This mathmany dealt with practical problems, then survey more recent papers on fuzzy ematical theorem is more true than my intuition because it has been proven logic for the same purpose, and compare the two. This remains as a task for mathematically. I know this because truth is defined by mathematics." future research.
reliance of modernism on crispness, but it also balances the possibility of absolutes. A postmodem view of fuzzy logic irrationality of postmodernism with mathematical rigor.
would insist that membership functions cannot be equal to 0 Consider the mathematization of intelligence via the or 1, but must rather lie between, say, 0.1 and 0.9. (The exact crispness of IQ scores. Fuzzy logic can help with this by values here are just a guess. I wonder what thresholds allowing, for example, a student with an IQ of 90 to be postmodern fuzzy theorists would pick, and how they would considered in the "medium" range, and another student who come to such a decision.) Contrary to prevailing opinion [9] , reads 1/2 grade level lower than average to also be considered there is actually more difference between postmodernism and in the "medium" range. There are many other similar fuzzy logic than there is commonality. examples (university rankings, standards of living, etc.).
As an example, suppose a control system error is "medium high," as shown in Fig. 2 . This is not the same as E. The Crispness ofFuzzy Logic saying it is partly true that it is "high," and partly true that it is Fuzzy logic can strike a balance between rigorous math "medium." It is 100% true that it is "medium high." To say and postmodernism by retaining its "fuzziness" while still that it is "high" is 100% false. However, to say that it is "'3000 emphasizing its mathematical foundations. After all, fuzzy high" is 10000 true. To say that it is "35% high" is 100% false, logic is not fuzzy in itself. As Erwin Schrodinger wrote, although it is closer to the truth than saying that it is "high."7 "There is a difference between a shaky or out-of-focus .
photograph and a snapshot of clouds and fog banks" [7] . This mdi um quote refers to quantum mechanics, but it also applies to fuzzy h high logic. Just as quantum mechanics involves indeterminacy, fuzzy logic involves ambiguity. However, just as quantum mechanics is a precise science, fuzzy logic is precise 30% mathematics. Fuzzy logic has often been wrongly criticized as being equivalent to fuzzy thinking. This is understandable, especially in view of the unfortunate use of the word "fuzzy." control system eror The term "fuzzy" has resulted in a lot of publicity, so the 6 advantages of its name may outweigh the disadvantages. antilock brake system controlled by something that is "fuzzy?" We can look at the history of fuzzy logic in Japan to VI. CONCLUSION see the tension between its effectiveness and the negative It should be noted that the perspectives of this paper are connotation of its name. The acceptance of fuzzy logic in those of the author alone. Although I have benefited greatly Japan was difficult at first due to the negative con-notation of from a number of sources (as seen in the references section of the term "fuzzy." When the Japanese replaced the Japanese word for "fuzzy" with the new word "faaji" (a transliteration this paper), ther e armany other perspectives on this material salessoard [8 p. 35] .that deserve to be heard and studied. Other perspectives are of the American word "fuzzy"),
. ' 5 widely held with regards to the history of math, the rather adds to the idea of absolutes more levels of belonging. This is in contrast to postmodernism, which rejects the _________________ 7Even Aristotle recognized the practicality of this type of fuzziness, when he 6 Which book is more likely to be a popular best-seller: one with the name said that someone who thinks that 4=5 is "more correct" than someone who "Fuzzy logic" or one with the name "Continuous set theory"?
thinks that 4=1,000 [1] .
undesirables in the first part of the 20th century is a notable accidentally. The challenge for fuzzy logic is to set its own example of over-mathematization. Postmodemism is, in part, a agenda in a purposeful, thoughtful way. Some questions that reaction to the over-mathematization of culture. should guide fuzzy research -application, discovery, or other in that they damage the credibility of fuzzy logic, and reduce purposes? What contributions can fuzzy logic make to our its chances of acceptance by thinking people. The bring about understanding of the nature of other areas of math, science, a lot of hype, excitement, and popularity in the short term, but and engineering (pick your own favorite area: ecology, are counterproductive in the long term.
biology, theology, civil engineering, etc.)? As fuzzy logic continues to increase in popularity in engineering and in B. Fuzzy Logic and Modern Culture modem culture, there will be many opportunities to more The fuzzy logic community needs to develop a wider, crisply define the role that it can play in society.
well-thought-out perspective on its own role in the history of math and its role in modem culture. Fuzzy logic's emphasis
